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Engagement
• 1st March - LCCC officers session
• 9th March - workshop with 25 SAUL students
• 11th March -laneways forum workshop with 45 attendees
Upcoming
•

30th March - upcoming presentation to Councillors

•

Potential schools engagement

Feedback Concept
Support for the overall concept
“I like the continuous greenway path. It opens up another
opportunity to move through the lanes and to have an
alternative route through the city”
“The overall concept is helpful - strong simple idea which
pulls people in”
“Like the green spine proposal - they should be developed
as a counterpoint to the regular grid - an alternative layer
within the city”
“Supportive of the idea of Green”
“Strong linking theme, but space for each lane to change
and adapt to its own character over the coming years.”
Suggested names
• Limerick Forest Lanes
• Boherglas - this was the medieval route
• O-Saughnessy Green Line OR Harvey Green Line
• Urban path, urban walkway, green pathway.
• Limerick’s Living Lanes
• Europes Narrowest Park

Feedback Character areas

• Catherine Street should be more family oriented
than the Thomas Street area.
• Daly’s Lane - Belltable backing on to. Could
something be made of that?
• Hartstonge residents would prefer wall stays in
place. Concerned about antisocial behaviour and
historic wall.
• Could we find ways to utilise yards that connect
with the lanes? Make those into gardens or
courtyards that relate to the lanes?

• Could this be an arts area?
• Glen Tavern and the Bistro - if they both had tables
outside they would attract people down. They
would be keen to be involved.
• One resident on the corner of Theatre, but
otherwise less sensitive.
• From 2-way to 1-way would be good for theatre
lane (freddies restaurant and glen tavern)
• Access is needed by businesses to Theatre and post
Office. O’Connell Street businesses back on to these
lanes.

Feedback Character areas

• Limerick Lane could potentially be fantastic. Foxes Bow is one
of the best pedestrian lanes in Ireland and we should be doing
the same in Limerick Lane.
• Could we open the gate between Limerick Lane and Little
William Street?
• There could be opportunities for seating related to the Bakery,
the Cornstore and other businesses
• Roches so tall and narrow
• Limerick Lane would end at Foxes Bow if it were opened again.
Back entrances but could be spaces for businesses if they could
turn. Coffee carts and small spaces becoming more popular in
Covid. Feels like an opportunity.
• Action on these laneways - lit up and used day and night.

• Like the idea of turning the Station area into an east
Berlin style place
• Sports in the lane
• Train station development has been bare. This area
is multi-cultural. Could it take inspiration from these
diverse communities? More about the buildings but
generally could be more vibrant area.
• Possibility for PigTown artwork embedded to aid
wayfinding
• More flexibility for change
• Is there a more important placemaking opportunity at
Baker Place?

Feedback Typologies
• Pery Square/off Barrington should
be activity lanes: Museum context
and the only cobbled surface in
Limerick
• Davis Lane and Lady’s Lane –
challenge as ‘activity lanes’. Far
from the centre, people don’t think
to go there, anti-social behaviour,
challenges for clean up.
• Roches Row - Maybe it should be
an Activity Lane? People aren’t
going to walk there otherwise
• The typologies have to be based on
the existing life in the lanes. Life will
bring more life, but it’s harder to
start something completely afresh
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Feedback Functional elements
Vehicular access
• Do the lanes still have vehicle access?
We could limit it further? Places like
Bedford street have rising bollards and
controlled access that works well
• Are there spaces where we could
imagine getting rid of all the cars?
Could be really strong but needs the
participation of the local people
• Need to coordinate with strategy for
the streets
Pedestrian connectivity
• Support for pedestrian/cycle priority
• Hartstonge residents would prefer
wall stays in place. Concerned about
exposure to antisocial behaviour.
Bins
• Need to crack bin problem for any
of this project to work. Communal?
underground?

• Proposal looked at previously for mini
market etc. Generally people agree that
this is an opportunity. Bins are issue underground? in coal storage?
• The bins seem to be increasing. As the
population increases in the city centre
it’s only going to get worse
• issue of bin collection - how can bin
be resolved? daily bag collections would this be possible? Combination of
design and management regimes. URS
systems?
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Maintenance
• Cleaning and maintenance - is that
going to improve?
• Currently an issue
• Council need to play a more active
role. Hartstonge residents clean
themselves at the moment.

Feedback Components
Lighting
• The lighting should be transformative.
Lighting transforms people’s
perceptions of places. We should be
clever with lighting and almost treat it
light a film set design - make it really
theatrical.
• Lighting - needs to be powered
sustainably
• The first installation should be lighting,
the second should be the paving
surface. Both important for walking
through/safety
Materials
• Materials - don’t replicate the mistake
made on Thomas Street. Slippery and
upkeep. Needs to last.
• Could include elements of permeable
paving with vegetation growing
between slabs

Planting
• Trees that are in large tubs or moveable
are likely to get watered down - we
need strong solid plants.
• Can some spaces be used for growing
produce which can be used by
restaurants? Could really help to cut
down on deliveries and costs
Other
• Make sure it’s nailed down well.
Everything else will be taken.
• It rains nearly every day - is it possible
to have a bit of covering. Umbrellas,
gazebos etc.Example of street in
Brussels, tiny restaurants with awnings
coming over and meeting in the
middle. Limerick could really do with
that. Create an intimate environment.
• From a community perspective source locally first. Brings funding to
small businesses and pride around
building/enhancing the city.
• Exercise space - street gym?
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Feedback Other
Role of businesses
• Laneways treated by businesses as the back door. Need
to change that mindset and meet with businesses. Refuse,
car parking, etc. Rather than appreciating the potential
value they have. Small coffee, takeaway, bun shop. Gives
people a reason to go into the lane.
• Engagement with community facing on to the lane needs to be integrated with residents and businesses.
• You should approach property owners on the lanes to
encourage them to engage. Get them put out seating,
planters and get them to animate the lanes too
History/heritage
• Tell the story of each laneway. Pigtown/20th century
story has been lost
• Need to ensure that the history of the lanes is highlighted.
In the past the lanes were homes to some of the poorest
people in Limerick. That’s a story that should be told
• Something to reflect the industrial history of the city
would be good - behind city hall along the board walk street lamps are made from props the milling industry.
• Revealing hidden city

Art
• Lanes as a dedicated space with an artistic space for local
business to show
• How to reflect the fact that people come from various
backgrounds in the city? Various cultures coming together
- how to embrace this?
• Limerick Laneways Festival could be great
• Murals
Funding
• Would delivering 5 lanes, rather than 7 have more impact?
Concerned that the budget is going to be restrictive to the
changes that are being proposed. How will we prioritise the
components that get used?
• Need to attract more funding to Limerick

